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Question Intonation revisited: the intonation 
of conversational questions 

Margret Selting 

1. Introduction 

In grammars and in much of linguistic research, the intonation of questions (— 
most cases isolated or invented interrogative sentences) is commonly thought 
be closely related to syntactic sentence types such as declarative, interrogatr 
imperative etc. The general assumption is that a particular syntactic sentence ty 
in unmarked cases calls for a particular unmärked intonation; choices of oü 
intonations are said to constitute marked cases. For instance, in German, int 
rogative sentences with a question-word of the English wh-word type are c o 
monly said to call for falling terminal pitch in unmarked ('neutral') cas 
whereas rising terminal pitch in these interrogatives is claimed to be marked a 
interpreted as 'polite' or the like. This is exemplified by Pheby's (1980:81 
examples (75a,b): 

(75) a. / / \wie heißen sie //("neutral") b. / / /wie heißen sie//("polite") 

On the other band, interrogative sentences wiüi subject-verb Inversion (so-cal 
'yes/no questions') are said to reverse this picture by calling for rising termi 
pitch in unmarked cases and falling terminal pitch in marked cases. This is ill 
trated by Pheby's (1980:887) examples (78a,b): 

(78) a. / / / kommt der klempner heute //(informationally unmarked) 
b. // \ kommt der klempner heute // (informationally marked) 

With reference to the syntactic strueture of these question types, I shall call t h 
'question-word' and 'verb-initial interrogative sentences' respectively. 

This type of analysis was and still is widespread. Yet it is not at all confirn 
by my data from natural conversational interaction; neither quantitatively, : 
qualitatively. For reasons of space I cannot go into detail on this.1 More r e c , 
approaches in intonational and metrical phonology such as Selkirk (1984) 
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Nespor & Vogel (1986) prefer not to say much about the fiinctions of intonation 
(but cf. Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg 1990). 

If, however, the usual analysis is unsatisfactory, what difference does it make, 
then, whether Speakers choose falling versus rising pitch in conversational ques
tions? Here, I shall'try to give an alternative analysis. 

2. Aim and approach of the present analysis 

I shall present evidence that intonation in conversational questions is not sys-
tematically related to grammatical sentence type, but is used as an autonomous 
signalliflg System.2 In co-occurrence with constitutive cues from the other 
autonomous signalling Systems 'syntactic structure' and 'semantic relation to 
prior tum', the intonation of questions seems to be used to signal and contextual-
ize (Gumperz 1982, Auer 1992) particular types of conversational questions that 
make a particular type of answer by the recipient relevant in the next turn. Meth-
odologically, the properties of this answer in the next turn can be looked upon as 
a Validation for the differentiatiön of question types, and as evidence for the in-
terpretative relevance of the different question types for the participants. My 
notion of 'question' and methodology are adopted from conversational analysis 
(cf. Sacks, ScheglofF & Jefferson 1974; for an introduction see Levinson 1983: 
ch.6). 

The analysis presented here is part of a larger analysis in which I looked at the 
activities in conversation which participants constitute by the use of questions 
with different syntactic and prosodic structures and different relations to the prior 
tum. My taxonomy of conversational questions is given in the Figure. There, I 
have mapped the interpreted conversational activities given in the upper part of 
the Figure with three autonomous signalling Systems in the lower part. Speakers 
choose cues from these three signalling Systems to constitute bundles of co-
occurring fearures for the Constitution of activity types in conversation (cf. also 
Selting 1992). My analysis here will be restricted to the two types of conversa
tional questions, which I call 'non-restrictive "open"' and 'more restrictive 
"narrower'" conversational questions'. 

The difference between these two types of questions results mairily from their 
different semantic relations to the prior turn: In 'non-restrictive "open" ques
tions', the Speaker chooses or presents a topical focus as new in relation to the 
last turn, and thus tries to bring about a new topical orientation for the further 
conversation. In contrast, in 'more restrictive "narrower" questions', the Speaker 
does not choose or present a topical focus as new, but continues a prior topical 
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Figure. Taxonomy of conversational questions 
CONVERSATIONAL QUESTION 

(interrogative sentence, phrase or word) 

non-restrictive "open' 
conversational 

question 

signalling a problem 
of expectation 

more restricüve üiferential racaritng referential acoustic Wieso/warum "astonished" 
"narrower" check. problem problem problem ('why') question problem 

conversational question 

t+new [fociison [accentedcitaiion [Subsumtion or f^init rX-DhrUv-mTf"/ilf(" \ll U mi Ml 
topical «fefitional of,oranaplioiie w-wordfcr C K l , W ' 3 1 1 ll-f»«.-*)] 
focusj Information] pro-formfor, problematic item] • 1 • 1 » • 1 

' problematic item) 

[+refocussing prior topical 
rocus: föcu&searesumption 

of problematic item] 

SEM ANTIC RELATION / TOPICAL 
FOCUS IN RELATION TO PRIOR TURN 

[+ interr, sent,] [- inlerr. sent.] [- prosodically [+ prosodically 
v ' marked] marked] 

PROSODV SYNTAX 

focus and produces on-topic or continuous topical talk with respect to (hat prior 
topical focus. 

In what fpllows, I shall present some extracts from natural conversations in 
German wbich illustrate the two question types.3 For purposes of the analysis 
presented here, it is only necessary to look at the terminal pitch movements in the 
question-turns; these are notated in the intonation linebeneath the text line. I 
shall deal primarily with the questions in the starred lines of the transcripts and 
their answers. However, as I need the sequential context of these question-
answer sequences in order to Warrant my analysis, this sequential context has to 
be presented as well. First, I shall present cases in which the questions are re-
sponded to by the reeipient as expected by the questioner. Thereafter, I shall 
discuss the treaünent of'deviant cases". 

3. Non-restrictive 'open' conversational questions 
Extracts (1) and (2) exemplify the category of 'non-restrictive "open" questions': 
question-word and verb-initial interrogative sentences with rising terminal pitch. 
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(1) K.4: ((Lea has just told how a school teacher visiting in her seminar criticized her tcachitig 
style and her students.)) 

Lea: r JA . BUMM . DA hat i c h mein FETT HECK ne 
(\) (\ ) T,F( / \ \ / ) 
yea then I really got it you Jcnow 

2 ? : ( ( c l i c k i n g ) ) 

3 E l i ! un WAS has du geSA:CHT 
* M(\ / ) 

and uhat did you say 

4 Lea: äh n FIEL mir arsmal MICH mehr v i e l e in 
SU I ) 

uhm at firat I couldn't think of very much 

5 Lea: dann hab i ch gesacht 
M( . . . > 
< a U a l l > 

then 1 Said 

6 Lea: naJA i c h mein das war n ich so ElNfach 
[M<\ / ) 
well I mean i t waan't that simple 

7 Lea: DIE KENNtn s i c h a l l e n ich 
M(\ / ) 

they all didn't know each other 

8 Lea: un BIS d ie mal WÄRMgelaufn warn und . . 
M(\ / . ) -

and u n t i l they had warmed up and ((Lea continues to relate the Störy.)) 

In line 5, Eli changes the topic of Lea's storytelling from Lea's talk about her 
visiting teacher's behaviour to her own reaction to this. In response to this ques
tion, Lea now describes at length how she reacted to the teacher's insults. 
(2) Kl: ((Line 11 changes the topio from talk about Nat's fricnd's coneussion to Ron's com-

muting between two towns.)) 

hat ne gehirnerschUtterung gehabt 
r und äh . . (?nun) i s d i c h t ne 
L mhm 

och wußte s i e vorher au nich b i s s i e (779) zum arz 
gegangen i s un der da . . tausend t e s t s gemacht ha t 
un dann meint er s : kam von der gehirnerschütterung 

r d j a : 
L r (?hja) n da kann man n i c h t s mehr machn 

<• nee 
( ( laughs) ) 

FÄHRS du denn AUCH jeden tach (1.0) 
F ( \ / ) 

do you drive every day too 

i c h HAB h i e r : . noch ne WOHnung (0.5) 
F( \ \ ) 

I have here another flat 

1 Nat: 
2 Nat: 
3 Ida: 
4 Nat: 
5 
6 
7 Ida: 
8 Nat: 
9 Ida: 
10 Hat: 

11 Nat: 
* 

12 Ron: 

13 Ron: 

14 

15 

Nat: 

Ron: 

16 Nat: 

a l s o i c h WOHne i n Wilhelmshaven ERSTwohnsitz 
F( \ / ) 

s o I live in Wilhelmshaven permanent residente 
mhm 

und HAB hier (0.8) n ZHEISwohnsitz 
F( \ \ ) 

and have here a aecond residence 
mhm . 
V 
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17 Ron: un:d dann bin i c h am Wochenende immer i n wilhelmsHAven 
SU I ) 

and then I am at the Weekend always in Wilhelmshaven 

18 Ron: 

19 Nat: 

(1.0) 

un:d mittlerWEIle auch: . UNter der Woche einmal 
P ( / \ \ ) 

and meanwhile also once during the week 
mhm 

V 

In extract (2), line 11, Nat changes the topic from talk about Nat's friend's con
eussion to Ron's commuting between his home town and his university town. 
Ron answers the question elaborately. 

In many cases like these, but certainly not all, answers to such questions are 
elaborate, and result in longish contributions. This type of question seems to be a 
usetul technique to bring about a new topical orientation for the following talk. 
Only if these questions are used in series of questions or to initiate short side-
sequences, does the Speaker seem to expect only short answers. 

4. More restrictive "narrower" questions 

Next, extracts (3) and (4) show two 'more restrictive "narrower" questions': 
question-word and verb-initial interrogative sentences with falling terminal pitch: 
(3) Kl: 99-109 ((The topic is the over-representation of women students in university Seminars.)) 

1 Ida: a l s o ICH f i n das immer FÖBCHterlich wenn: . n da 
F( \ \ ) -

o l l a l l > <1 1 
well I think it's terrible if there 

2 sone ÖBEBbevölkerung von SHAUK bes teht 
F ( \ \ ) 

1 1> 
such an overrepresentation of women is 

3 Nat: f ind ICH AUCH 
M(/ \ ) 

<P P> 
think I too 

4 Ron: das i s ja sowieSO: . grundsXTZlich ne 
M(\) M(\ / ) 

t h a t ' s the case anyway always you know 

5 Ida: JAA . aber i n : . i n VIBln veranstaltungn i s das so 
(\) F</ 

yea but in in a lot of classes it is so 

6 mas3I:V da so . . . . *mh 
\ ) <tense> 

<1 1> 
massive or so 

7 Nat: ((draws i n breath)) wastuOIEHS du denn . 
* H(\ ) 

«hat are you studying then 
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8 Nat: 

9 Ron: 

10 Nat: 

11 Ron; 

i c h mein das KOMMT ja auch immer 
K(\ 

< a l l a l l a l l a l l > 
1 mean i t j u s t depends 

i c h : mach auch DEUTSCH: und: muSIK 
M(/ . \ ) 

<f f> 
<1 1> 

I am studying German and njusic 

ach SO:= 
MIM 

oh 
=also für mich i s musik das ERste 

M( . . . \ ) 
well for me music is my first subject 

((After this Nat continues to talk about the Situation in the German department.)) 

In extract (3), Ida and Nat, two female students, have declared that they do not 
approve of the over-representation of women in university seminars. Ron, a male 
Student, reacts by pointing out that this is the normal Situation. In line 7, Nat ob-
viously wants to tnake sure what subject Ron is studying, since the ratio of 
women students might vary with the subjects and, without more precision they 
might be talking about quite different situations after all. In his short answer, Ron 
mentions his subjects. Nat's reaction ach SO: Signals that she has just now 
changed a former assumption. This reaction retrospectively confirms the interpre-
tation of Nat's question in line 7 as a "narrower" question seeking to secure un-
derstanding by checking an assumption. 

(4) Kl: 
Ida: das KRICH i c h auch immer i n großen 

TU 
I also always get that in large 

HALLN und i n muSEEN un so 
V \ 1 

halls and in museums and so 

Nat: 

Ida: 

Nat: 

Ida: 

un da WARS du noch NICH mit beim ARZT um mal zu 
M(\ • / \ ) 

and you haven't seen a doctor Jfor i t j u s t to 
*NEE 
T{ \ ) 

noo 

has 3CHISS oder was 
T( \ ) 

are y'afxaid or uhat 

N:EE i c h denke e i g n l i c h . . . 
M(\ ) 
no I just think • 

das kommt vom KREISlauf und von der LUFT und: 
EHN \ ) 

< a l l a l l a l l > 
i t comes front the c i r c u l a t i o n and Jfrom the air and 

Nat: 
Ida: 

r Hlaughs) ) 
L ( ( laughs too?)) 
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10 Nat: Irgnwle erKLARN kann man s i c h das SCHON 
somehow you can f i n d an explanation 

11 a l s o ICH war da schon LÄNGST mit hingegangn 
well I would have gone a long time ago 

In extract (4), Ida has been telling the others that her ears frequently get plugged, 
especially when she is staying in large rooms. In line 3, Nat responds by asking if 
she has not seen a dbctor to have this examined. After Ida's negative answer, she 
then asks in an elliptical verb-initial interrogative sentence whether Nat is afraid 
of the doctor. This question is used to continue on-topic talk by detailing the 
topic and checking Nat's own inferences about Ida's behaviour. After Ida's fairly 
short answer and common laughter, Nat takes the floor again and further devel-
ops the topic. 

The two "narrower" questions in the extracts (3) and (4) seem to develop on-
topic talk on a previously established topical focus and the answers tend to give 
shorter and more to-the-point contributions to this on-topic talk than the answers 
to the "open" questions in (1) and (2). 

In the extracts presented so far, the recipients seemed to respond in the way 
expected by the questioner. The answers have been straightforward and the 
questioner did not give any indication that s/he was dissatisfied with the answer. 
And exactly this "straightforwardness" and "simplicity" of interactional work can 
be looked upon as evidence that in these cases the question-answer sequences 
are being performed as expected. 

This seems to indicate that interrogative sentences with rising intonation are 
used for the Constitution of 'non-restrictive "open" conversational questions' in 
order to focus upon new topical foci or to bring about a new topical orientation 
for the further talk. They seem to yield the tum to the recipient with unrestricted 
scope for a preferably eläborate answer which contributes to the further topical 
development. In contrast,' interrogative sentences with falling terminal pitch seem 
to be used for 'more restrictive "narrower" conversational questions' which de
velop on-topic talk about a previously established topical focus. They seem to 
yield the floor with more restricted scope for an answer which gives detailing or 
additional information or which confirms or corrects the questioner's inferences 
and understanding. After these latter answers, which may be very brief, the fürst 
Speaker often takes the floor again to continue topical talk him/herself. 

5. "Deviant cases" 

Yet there are many "deviant cases", in which the answerer does not seem to re
spond in the way expected by the questioner. This, however, only seems to be 
relevant if a questioner has asked a 'non-restrictive "open" question' in order to 
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yield the floor for an elaborate contribution to the conversation, but the answerer 
only answers briefly and then stops talking. In Uns case, the questioner can invest 
additional interactional work to make the recipient offer a more elaborate contri
bution. In my data, this happens in about a third öf the cases in which questioners 
asked'non-restrictive "open" questions'. 

Extracts (5) through (7) illustrate the management of deviant cases. 

(5) KZ: 

1 Nat: was HAS du denn da für HAHbm . . . 
* R (/ \ / ) 

what are those scars you have there 

2 Ida: ACH sod+ . JA das: . . d i e SIEHT nur s o : 
H(\ ) M(\) - F(V 

oh well well that that only looks so 

3 SCHRECKlich aus we i l d i e n i ch t geNÄBT wordn i s . 
/ \ ) 

h o r r i h l e because it wasn't atitched up 

4 Nat: was HAS enn da geMACHT 
* M(\ \ ) 

what d id you do there 

5 Ida: da hab i ch mich mal geSCHNITTn inner SCHUle . . 
< a l l > F( \ \ / ) 

that was where I once cut myself at school 

6 a l s o quasi n 3CHOL*UNfall sach ich da immer zu 
L,F( \ \ ) -

o l l a l l > 
so soxt of a school accident X always call i t 

(([da laughs for about 2 seconds, aftcr that shc teils the Störy of this incidcnt.)) 

In extract (5), line 1, Nat asks a 'non-restrictive "open" question'. The focus here 
is on Ida's scars, and their possible origin. In her answer, though, Ida shifts focus 
to the way these scars look. In her second question in line 4, Nat focuses on the 
topical focus of the scars and their origin again. This question has falling terminal 
pitch. It seems to focus the topic more narrowly than before, and to call for on-
topic talk on that topical focus. This is indeed what happens in Ida's next tum. 
After her short answer in line 5, Ida pauses, and after this, in 6, Ida signals her 
willingness to relate the story. After laughing, she teils the story about her scars 
in detail in the next passage, thus possibly giving the more elaborate answer that 
Nat wanted to elicit with her first question. In this case, then, the second question 
is indeed a second question insisting upon a more elaborate contribution to the 
first question than was offered before. 

(6) Kl: 

1 Ida: na dazu geHÖR:T ja au noch . öh 

well for that you also need eh 
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3 Ron: 

4 Ida: 

5 Ida: 

6 Nat: 

7 Ida: 

8 Nat: 

9 Ida: 

10 

11 Nat: 

12 Ida: 

13 Nat: 

14 Ida: 

15 . Ida: 

16 Nat: 

17 Ida; 

das GI:LD=was i ch nich (h) HAB 
/ K a l l a l l > M(/) 

the money which I don't have 

r . mhm= 
V 

»wei l i c h kein BAfög krich: . . 
\ M(/ ) 

< a l l > 
because I don't get a grant 

oa so GUT wie NICHTS . 
< a l l > F<\ / ) 

or almost nothing 

un HIE f inanz iere du dein: STUdium 
FIX / 1 

<P p> 
and how do you flnance your studiea 

ja i c h geh ebm abms ABbeitn . . . 
\ < a l l > M(\ ) 

well I work in the eveninga 

JEDN ABMD 
F( \ \ ) 

every evening 

N:EE das: aber DAS war ja unMÖSlich . 
M( - ) - » ( / \ ) 

< a l l > 
no that but that would be impossible 

DAS würde man überhaupt nich SCHATfen 
M(/ \ 1 
you wouldn't be able to do that 

NEE: *ich ARbeite AD"=deswegn FRAG ich 
M(\) M{\ \ ) M(\ ) 
no I also work that's why I ask 

NEE: * lch geh DREImal i n der WOche abends arbei tn 
M(\ ) < a l l > F( \ \ 

no I go out to worJc three times a wee* 

und DREImal in der woche das REICHT dann mh: 
M(/ \ / ) -

and three times a week that's enoogh to m 

r wenn DANN: 
(\ 

if then 
aber du MEWC3 e s ne 

H(\ / ) 
<f f> 
but you feel it don't you 

ja wenn DANN VORlesungszeit IS: . 
\ SU \ I ) 

< a l l >. 
yes if then it is during term-time 

) 

mhm 

DANN i s e s aber auch nur 
F l / 

then it is really only 

((Ida continues.)) 

aso STREESzeit ne 
X / ) 

well stress-time you know 
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In extract (6), line 6, Nat asks a 'non-restrictive "open" question' and changes 
the focus from Ida's not getting a grant to other ways offinancing her studies. 
Ida gives only a short answer, and after a pause Nat initiates repair (ScheglofF, 
Jefferson & Sacks 1977) by asking JEDN ABMD, thereby selecting Ida as the next 
Speaker once more. After the repair or clarification sequence which lästs from 
line 9 to 11, Ida finally gives the elaborate answer to Nat's question. 

(7) Kl: 513-522 ((After Nat has explained that shehas been working a lot)) 

Nat! 

Ida: 

Nat: 

Ida: 

Nat: 

10 Ida: 

11 

12 

14 Nat: 

und äh: i c h war kaPÜTT= 
C\ ) 

<aspirated> 
<P P> 
and eh X was exhauated 
»das: das GING überhaupt nlch ne 

<\ / ) 
<P P> 

it it didn't werk at all you know 
ja hmm 
\ \/ 

. . . hja . . 

WIE lange GEB? das da 
H(\ / ) 

how long does that go 

BIS um.'äh: . . HALB zwölf ZWÖLF 
F ( \ \ \ ) 

tili eh half twelve twelve 
((i.e. 11.30 or midnight) ) 

( (drlnks some co f f ee ) ) NA ja 
(\ ) 
oh wel l 

HAS machs DU: 
H(\ / ) 

what do you do 
das GEHT ja noch 

(\ ) 
t h a t ' s okay then 

B i s t r o : 
\ 

bistro 

restoRONG:= 
\ ) 

restaarant 

*zehn TIschn wo man 

ten tables where one 

ä ICH bin i n som: . . ah 
F l / 
e I am in like a eh 

=das i s so ne KNEIpe mit* 
MI \ 

t h a t ' s like a pub with 

auch ESsen kann mit Küche mit na: KLEINkUche 
\ \ \ ) 

can a l s o eat with warm meals with a few warm meala 

und ICH mach dann d i e Tische da d i e beDIEnung= 
F( \ \ ) MIN ) 

and I do j the tables there the serving 
=hmm . 

\ / 

In extract (7), there are two 'non-restrictive "open" questions'. In line 5, the fo
cus goes from the amount of work to the times of work; in line 8, it goes from 
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Nat's job to Ida's job. The answer to the second question, starting in line 10, is 
quite elaborate. But Nat's answer to Ida's first question in line 5 is only brief. 
Note, however, that here Ida does not take the floor again to continue talking. On 
the contrary, she produces a pass tfAja and attends to her cup of coffee, thus 
signalling that she is not going to continue talking but leaves the floor to Nat. 
And indeed, it is Nat who takes it and produces a new question addressed to Ida. 

The three extracts (5) to (7) showed cases in which the questioner yields the 
floor to the answerer for an elaborate contribution, but the answerer only gives a 
short answer and then stops talking. If the questioner wants to insist on the pro-
duction of a more elaborate contribution by the answerer, s/he reacts as follows: 
S/he either takes the floor again, but only to ask a second question on the sarae 
topical focus, or to initiate repair, or s/he simply refuses to take the floor again 
and thereby silently implies that more talk is expected from the answerer. Reac-
tions such as these, however, seem to occur only after 'non-restrictive "open" 
questions', very seldom after 'more restrictive "narrower" questions'. Methodol-
ogically, this way of treating deviant cases provides evidence that participants 
indeed Orient themselves to the question types. 

6. Conclusions 
If Üüs analysis is correct, the intonation of conversational questions has to be 
conceived of as an autonomous signalling System. Each syntactic sentence type, 
i.e. question-word and verb-initial questions, can have falling or rising intonation. 
In co-occurrence with the syntactic structure and the semantic relation to the 
prior turn, the intonation differentiates between particular types of conversational 
questions which suggest and make relevant particular types of answers by the 
recipient. Methodologically, the properties of this answer in the next turn and 
further participant reactions can be looked upon as warranting the differentiarion 
of the different question types with their quesü'on-type specific intonations, and 
as providing evidence for their interactional relevance for participants. 

Of course, the result that 'non-restrictive "open" conversational questions' 
seem to have rising pitch reminds us of the old lay stereotype that questions are 
said to have rising intonation. According to my analysis, however, this is only 
true of a very particular type of conversational questions, namely just those 
which yield the turn to the recipient for a non-restricted and preferably elaborate 
contribution to the topical development. 

This result now also suggests that previous analyses of the intonation of ques
tions with reference to categories such as 'politeness' or 'interest' are not en-
tirely wrong, but unexplicated and unwarranted short-hand interpretations of the 
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questions' having different sequential implications for the recipients' answers. 
My analysis reconstructs this difference witli reference to the more or less re-
stricted scope that Üie question types imply for the answer by the recipient. And 
this more or less restricted scope for the answer can in tum perhaps be related to 
interpretations like 'politeness' or 'interest' (cf. Brown & Levinson 1987). 

Notes 
1 For a more thorough critique of the traditional analysis in intonational phonology see Selting 

(1993), for more detail on the corpus and approach underlying my analysis .see Selting (in press). 
The overall distribution of question types in my current data base is: 
Question-word questions — with falling intonation: 42 with rising intonation: 46 
Verb-initial questions — with falling intonation: 14 with rising intonation: 51 

2 This vtew has previously been put forward by Boiingcr (cf esp. 1989) and Gibbon (1984). 
3 The following transcription Conventions have been used: 

Transcription Symbols in the text line of transcripts: 
aber DA kam primary accented syllablc of a unit 
aber DA kam secondary accented syllablc of a unit 
sicher extra strong/loud accent 
s i : eher lengtliening of a sound 

brief pause of up to cä 0.5 secs 
each dot ca 0.5 secs pause, herc Ca 1 sec 

(0-3) pause timed in tenths of a second 
(dacht ) ) para- and/or non-linguistic events 
(? er kommt ?) transcriber's uncertainty in identifying words 
a (l) s o doubtful sound within a word 
* glottalstop 
» tatching 
rieh gehe simultaneous talk, overlapping utterances 
L jaha 

Transcription Symbols in the prosody ltne(s) of transcripts: 
Global pitch dlrection: (noted before the opening parenthesis) 
F, R, H, M, L ( ) notation pf the global pitch direction before the accent sequence delimited by 

parentheses: F=falling, R=rising, H=high, M=mid, L=low (Parentheses are 
usualiy noted before the first accent and at the end of the cohesive unit.) 

H,F( ) combination of global characterizations 
t ( ) ( ) 1 combined contpurs with only weak or no boundaries between units with dif

ferent global pitch directions (e.g. 'paratones') 

Accent (proto)typcs or unaccented local pitch movements on and qfter accented and/or unac-
cented syllables: 
\ falling - level A rising-falÜng 
/ rising . \ / falling-rising 

Accent modifleations: 
t \ , 4y, t - locally larger pitch movements than in surrounding accents, higher or lower 

accent peaks than usual 
sequence of unaccented syllables 

(Outside the parentheses, local pitch movements funetion as 'pre-head' Oforlauf") or unstressed 
pitch movements after the accent sequence.) 
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Other prosodic parameters which are used with local or global extension, the extension is indi-
catedby the Position of the < >: 
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<f > forte, loud 
<l> lento, slow 

<p> piano, quiet 
<all> aliegro, fast 

<dim> diminuendo, decreasing 
loudness 
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